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F'OR,EW^ERD

Over the past ten years the City of Winnipeg has seen intense riverbank development.

This development is due to the realization and recognition of the potential for historical,

cultural and physical recreation embodied in the waterways. An emphasis has been placed

on the development of the banks; in terms of parks and various forms of soft and hard

walkways to establish a recreational network. One issue reiated to the riverfront

development is the a¡chitectural potential presented by the core area bridges, a potential

which has not been fully explored. Many of the bridges contained within this area

appe¿r to have been designed primarily to serve as a means for transportation to cross

an obstacle. However some of the older bridges, particularly the Main and Norwood

Street Bridges, display remnants of an architectural approach to bridge design. With the

recent development or "opening up" of the riverbank, an enhanced awareness of these

bridges now presents opportunities for them to serve a more significant and valuable

purpose.

This practicum is in response to the recently created and overlooked opportunities

represented by the bridges within the core a¡ea. The study will demonstrate a strategy

for detailed architectural development and revitalization of the Main Street Bridge

(Bridge of the Old Forts) one of the bridges situated in the core. The bridge will be

considered in terms of its potential for historic and cultural identity, for contemporary

use (accessibility and accomodation, aesthetic enhancement) and its ability to provide

vision for the future. It is hoped that the study will become a stimulus which will

establish the importance and potential for a¡chitectural integration in future bridge design.

vt
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I"O INTR.OÐUCTTON

The study will focus on the Main Street bridge (Bridge of the Old Forts), which spans

the Assiniboine River. This bridge displays an architectural integrity not present in recent

bridge development. The alluring construction and materials of the bridge combined with

its historic¿l and cultural significance provide an overwhelming opportunity for

exploration. The bridge is also slated for future development which will ultimately leåd

to the demolition of the existing structure. The study will attempt to provide an

alternative to demolition that would enhance and revitalize the existing structure while

providing a unique experience for all who would use it'
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L.2

l.L Study Objectives

The major purpose of this study is to explore the opportunities and potentials presented

by the Main Street bridge.

Specific objectives are:

i. to identify the relevance/ importance of the historical object

ü. to explore the premise of meaningful contemporary architecture

üi" to.investigate the potential for an architecture that acknowledges an uncerlain

future.

Study A.pproach

a. The study will explore the bridge as a historical object. Through the tracing of the

historical background an attempt will be made to discover the culturai implications

the bridge possesses. It is hoped that through this exploration insight wili be gained

as to the relevance and/or opportunities for design development.

b. The bridge will be assessed according to its present condition. Implications for

aesthetic as well as functional opportunities will be derived from the assessment. It

is hoped that this exploration will reveal opportunites and insight for potential

design development.

c. The study will investigate the ideå of cultural identity through architectural form.

The spirit of place, form and meaning and the aspect of time and meaning will be

critically explored to gain insight into the premise of meaningful contemporary

architecture.

d. The final stage will be the synthesis of the discoveries and insight gained from the

analytical process manifested through form as a tangible design expression.
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1.3 Site Location

HISTORIC BUILDINGS
A. Legislaúve Building
B. Hoæl Fort Garry
C. Union Station
D. St Boniface Cathedral

OTHER BUILDINGS

E. Fort Garry Place
F. St. Boniface Hospital
G. Forks Market

OPEN SPACE AND PARKS

H. Memorial Park
I. South l.egislative Grounds
J. McFayden Park
K. Fort Rouge Park
L Bonnycastle Park
M. The Forks National Park
N. L-a Verendrye Park

HISTORIC OPEN SPACE

O.South Point
P. Upper Fort Garry

BRIDGES

Q. Osborne Sreet Bridge
R. Donald Street Bridge
S. Main Steet Bridge
T. Norwood Street Bridge
U. CNR Mainline
V. Retired Rail Bridge

WALKWAYS
W. Assiniboine Rivenyalk
X. Tache Promenade
Y. Tæhe homenade Extension

deron L miller
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Figure.lS.l

STTE LTCATTON
G e n e r a I Context
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1.3 Site Location

LEGEND

A. BonnYcastle Park
B. Assiniboine Riverwalk
b. ttt"i" Street Bridge - STUDY SITE
E. Curling Club
F. CNR Mainline
H. Forks Market
I. Forks Plaza
J. Johnson Terminal
K. South Point
L. Retircd Rail Bridge

deron L miller
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Figure.13.2

STTE LOCATTON
Imm edia t; Context
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2"8 SXTE ANAT,YSTS

2.L Historical Context

2.I,1. THE BRIDGE IN CONTEXT
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183s

The area adjacent to the Main Street Bridge is an

area that is rich in historical character. It was the

site of various forts integral to the establishment and

development of the City of Winnipeg including: Fort

Rouge (1738), Fort Gibraltar, before and after

relocation, (1810-1816), (1817-1826), Fort Douglas

(1824-1826), and Upper Fort Garry (1834-1882).

These forts are significant in characterizing the

cultural implications of the existing context as well as

their impact on the development and location of the present Main Street Bridge.

r874

The old forts, in location as well as downstream

linkage (I-ower Fort Garry), were important in the

eventual location of the Main Street Bridge. A

portion of the trail which existed linking the upper

and lower forts eventually became Main Street

Winnipeg. As growth occurred south of the

Assiniboine River the main road extended around the

walls of the existing fort coming to an abrupt end at

the north bank of the river. At this time the river

5
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was traversed by foot in the winter and faft in the summer. Eventually a ferry crossing

was established. The ferry was not an efficient means of traverse failing to provide

service during the fall ftenze up and the spring thaw'

1884

The Hudson Bay Company was also integral in the

location and development of the Main Street Bridge'

The company owned a five hundred acre land reserve

including the area presently developed as The Forks

and the Upper Fort Garry. In a financial based effort

to attract the railway to the land which they owned,

a new company was formed. The company was

called The Red River Assiniboine Bridge Company,

a subsidiary of the Hudson Bay Company. In 1881

the newly formed company constructed the first bridge in the area of the present Main

Street Bridge; it was known as the Assiniboine Bridge. The bridge was built primarily

for the HBC's private use requiring a toll for public crossing' This newly constructed

bridge was significant in the improved access and development of the city core'

1910

The HBC's motive for the construction of the Assiniboine Bridge was the eventual

removal of the upper Fort Garry, and in turn the establishment of Main street as a major

arterial route. The company's intentions were to develop a commercial corridor that

would entice business southward from Portage and Main. Owned and operated by the

HBC the Assiniboine bridge was a financial success. However the bid to establish

commercial development was less effective than the residential development that occur¡ed

on the

6
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south bank of the Assiniboine River. This area

became known as Fort Rouge and developed as a

result of the increased access provided by the HBC's

bridge. The HBC lost interest in the bridge at which

point it was purchased by the City of Winnipeg.

Fort Rouge assumed an important role in this

purchase, as they were requesting three free bridge

connections before they would join the City of

Winnipeg. The AssinÌboine Bridge was eventually

replaced in 1897 with the frrst Main Street Bridge. The removal of the Upper Fort

Garry, and the straightening of the Main Street corridor resulted in the present location

of the bridge.

1991

The most recent Main Street Bridge was completed

in i931 and still functions at present. The bridge is

sited similar to its predecessors and acts as an

extension of the Main Street corridor. The bridge

utilized labour from the cities of Winnipeg and St.

Boniface and primarily Canadian materials in its

construction. It was initiated as a make-work project

during the depression, "the first major relief work

completed in the west."r The Main and Norwood

bridges were constnicted in unison and became important cultural entities and tangible

objects of civic pride.

lThe Winnipeg Evening Tribune, 'Old Fons" atú Notttood Bridges Ready for Oficial Opening

Saturday, November 20, 1931.

deron t. miller
5'109092
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Full recognition was given to the fact that the aesthetic treatment of bridges is now
receiving greater consideration than ever before. For the reason that beauty and utility
have been so thoroughly associated, the people of Winnipeg are proud of their two
bridges.2

They were viewed by the public as beautiful, as a combination of architectural expression

and state of the art engineering. The construction of the bridges also embodied a strong

social significance because they provided a means of employment for a struggling

population.

Future

At present the Main and Norwood Bridges are slated

for twin spanning. The bridges that were once

endeared to the masses as objects of civic pride and

accomplishment have through time become only

traces of what they once were. The sweat and

comraderie that produced these bridges in an

economically troubled time is no longer seen or

appreciated. The demolition of these bridges for

future development may be a great loss to our

cultural heritage and inherently disrespectful to our ancestry. The bridges display

potential to be celebrated not destroyed; civic comraderie and pride could once again be

fostered. These bridges illustrate potential to regain the splendour they once embodied

through care and respect.

18.

2Westem Canadian Contractor, Winnipeg's New Steel Bridges Near Complelioz, September, 1931. pg.
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2.I.2 THE BRIDGE AS OBJECT

Introduction

Though it may not be possible to divorce the bridge from its setting it is inevitable that during the design

process it has to some extent been thought of as an entity, a thing on its own.3

The Main Street Bridge is functionally a means to traverse the Assiniboine River.

However as architecture "in the sense that it occupies space and simultaneously modifies

it,"4 it bears the responsibility of independence. This independence is represented by the

form of the bridge as an object and the details that comprise the object itself. The

materials (and hence the manifestation of form) become the expression of the bridge.

This expression is one of a beginning, and a journey to the present, documented by the

deterioration of the object itself.

The bridge as architecture allows the opportunity for analysis of form and material, as

well as the cultural setting in which it was created. This research yields a greater

understanding of not only the physical form of the object, but the socio-cultural

impiications that surrounded it at its inception. The Main Street Bridge was constructed

of primarily four materials: limestone, steel, wood and concrete. The bridge will be

analyzed in terms of the four materials and their represented form with regard to history,

present condition, and implications for the future.

3Aotony Sealy, Bridees and Aqueducts.

albid

London: H Evelyn Ltd., L976. pg.l63.
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Analysis

MATERIAL A: Limestone

Ilistory

The Limestone approaches are important entities

"adding to the beauty of the bridges and at the

same time maintaining the degree of utility

insisted upon by the engineers ate the pylons and

balustrades of the approaches. "s The limestone

is local Manitoba Tyndall, extracted form Gillis

Quarries. Arthur A. Stoughton, a Winnipeg

architect, designed the limestone approaches as

they can be seen to this day.

deron t. miller
5709092

Present Condition

The condition of the limestone approaches is relatively good at present. After sixty years

they still portray a sense of austerity, and maintain a personal scale for the pedestrian.

They also act as entrance gateways and exits signifying a special element in the context

of the street. The limestone approaches through time have greyed and weathered,

however they still display their architectural integrity and craftsmanship.

Implications

The limestone approaches warrant consideration for aesthetic enhancement. They were

designed and built with local materials and were an expression of pride and

accomplishment in an economically troubled time. Today the cultural significance, like

the elements, has deteriorated. If for no other reason these entities should be maintained

Figure 2.I.2.2 Limestone Approach

18

5Western Canadian Contractor, Winnipeg's New Steel Bridges Near Completion, September, 1931. pg.

11
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as a symbol of the culture that created them.

They are meticulously crafted and provide a

gateway for pedestrians, cyclists and people in

vehicles. The approaches visually as well as

physically anchor the bridge to the banks which

it spans.

[llt
Figure 2.!.2.3 Limestone Detail

deron t. miller
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MATERIAL B: Steel

'The Main Street Bridge, Winnipeg, showing the graceful appearance that can be obtainedwith a struaural
steel superstructure. "6

History

The Main Street Bridge is a steel superstructure,

fabricated and installed by the Dominion Bridge

Company Ltd. of Winnipeg in 1931. It is known

as a deck bridge, and is constructed of "three

fixed girder spans and a future bascule span."7

The deck is reinforced concrete surface topped

with asphalt. It is supported entirely by the steel

beams and girders.

Present Conditions

The steel construction material of the

Main Street Bridge is in poor

condition. The bridge is presently

fuestern Canadiau Contractor, Winnipeg's
Nau Steel Bridges Near Completior, September, 1931.
pc.19. Figure 2.1..2.5 steel

post detail
Figure 2.L.2.6 steel rail

detail

Figure 2.1.2.4 Steel Superstructure

7 lbid. pc.19.

t2
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Material C: Wood

History

The decking of the bascule span is constructed of

timber which is preserved with creosote and

paved with an asphalt wear surface. "The object

of this type of construction was to keep down the

the dead load of the span and thereby to cut

deron t. miller
5709092

Figure 2.L.2.7 Wood Structure

undergoing structural stabilization revitalize the existing structure. However, the aesthetic

appearance of the bridge has not received any attention. Due to the lack of maintenence

the steel of the bridge is corroded and deteriorated almost to the point of collapse. Loss

of post caps, rust and general neglect of the steel work has left the bridge with an overall

appearance of neglect and dilapidation.

Implications

The poor condition of the steel superstructure is the result of years of neglect. The steel

work is a representation of innovation and technology of a time. The Dominion Bridge

Company was one of the largest steel manufacturing companies in Canada, employing

hundreds of Manitoba residents during the depression. The technological innovations and

cultural origins, are important factors to consider. The present attempts to stabilize the

structure are a band-aid measure to a greater more significant dilemma. The bridge as

architecture, and not solely function, demonstrates that it is worthy of holistic upgrading

including all aesthetic considerations.

13
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down on the size of the counterweight, "8 required to raise it for boat passage. The

walkways on either side of the roadway are also constructed of creosote treated timber,

supported by the cantilever of the steel superstructure.

Present Condition

The timber of the Main street bridge is no exception to

natural deterioration over time; the nature of the material

makes it highly susceptible to damage from salt, sand

and moisture. The present attempt to reinforce the

structure of the bridge also utilizes timber in its

constructlion, " the southbound lane of the Main Street

Bridge almost collapsed a few years ago, and is now

supported by timbers under the deck."e
Figure 2.I.2.E Timber deck

detail

Implications

The character of the wood construction is a pleasant surprise. Unique to the Main Street

bridge, the wood slats of the walkway allow visual penetration to the 'rvater below,

conveying a sense of impermanence, a character of a much smaller intimate structure.

The quality of the wood, (primarity proportion and texture) provide a human scale for

the pedestrian and present an oppottunity to the designer for exploration.

sWestern Canadian Contractor, Winnipeg's New Steel Bridges Near Completion, September, 1931. pg.

19.

9 Wiooip"g Real Estate News, Brldg e Options Outlined Main and Norwood bridges to be rebuilt, Jvne

5, t992.
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Material D: Concrete

Ilistory

deron t. miller
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The steel superstn¡cture rests upon two concrete

abutments (one at either end) with three concrete

piers situated between them. The concrete was

placed by a company from Winnipeg known as

the Foley Brothers. A mild winter caused

problems with locating heavy machinery on the

ice, resulting in the extensive use of manual

labour. This provided employment opportunities

for many Manitobans stricken by depression, "to
Figure 2'l'2'9 cone¡cte supports 

as great an extent as possibre, Foley Brothers

used manual labour, thereby providing a great deal of employment."r0

Present Condition

At present the concrete work of the bridge is in relatively good overall condition.Some

general weåthering is visible in terms of

corrosion,spalding and water stains. The north pier

of the bridge was painted with bands of colour to

enhance the visual impact from both the water and

the recently constructed Assiniboine Riverwalk. This

renovation only begins to touch on the potential of

the piers.

Implications

The concrete work of the Main Street Bridge was an

accomplishment. The production and forming within

l0 Winnipeg Real Estate News, Brldge Optiors Outlined Main atú Norwood bridges to be rebuilt, lune
5, 1992.

Figure 2.1.2.L0 Concrete detail

15
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a ¡iverine environment, the struggle with the weâther conditions and the economic

depression were all overcome. The technological innovations of the time, the provision

of employment for the people, and the overall detailing provide the bridge not only with

existing character but potential for articulation.

2.2 Physical Context

2.2.1 CONTEXTUAL LINKAGE

"This is another truly architeaural characteristic of the bridge: the mobility of the observer gives a dynamic

to an otherwise static object or space. The changing views of andfrom the bridge will be significant,
whether the designer has considered this or not."tl

The bridge as architecture is dynamic by virtue of its function; a means of traversing an

obstacie. The Main Street bridge accomodates three primary methods of crossing,

pedestrian, vehicula¡ and cyclist. The three modes of traverse are unique in terms of

spatial perception determined ultimately by the position of the body and the speed at

which one is travelling. The experience of the bridge is also determined by the physical

seperation of the three modes into specific zones of crossing, thus limiting the visual

opportunities presented to the participant. The context of the bridge remains static (the

bridge as object does not move). However, the experience of the context is modified by

the participant according to the mode and therefore physical location of travei. The

bridge presents opportunities for visual linkage to the context through views and vistas

to and from the structure. Visual linkages are traditionally thought of as a subjective

qualification of a scene into desirable and undesirable views according to the predominant

focus from one specific point to another. The bridge does not allow for only this type of

visual analysis because of its dynamic nature. Visual linkage is not only one of seeing,

but one of experiencing. Experience implies time and space. The bridge occupies space

11 Antony Senly, Bridges and Aqueduas.I-ondon:H. Evelyn Ltd.,l976.pg.161..

16
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through its own physical structure. However the bridge borrows, from the context, its

spatial experience. As a dynamic entity the bridge therefore becomes the spatial curator

of a collection of views, subsequently modified according to the direction and means of

traverse. This is the visual experience. When the bridge functions as a crossing it is the

visual experience that the participant becomes a part of, rather than a static representative

image.

The Main Street bridge was conceived as a crossing. It is improbable to suggest that the

placement of the bridge was related to the visual impact of the surroundings as a spatial

determinant. It is also unlikely that the views to and from the bridge were carefully

planned so that the participants would experience maximum visual pleasure. However,

the bridge exists. The structure was placed within a context, the context over time has

changed, but the bridge remains. Through the visual experience, the bridge was and is,

an instrument for portraying the image of the context at a present moment. It does not

document the changes, but acts only as a vehicle to provide experience in the present.

Historically, the Main Street bridge typically provided upper bank views and vistas to

and from the bridge. The lower bank views and vistas were primarily experienced by

boat operators. In the present this has changed. The development of The Assiniboine

Riverwalk has resulted in the lower bank views and vistas to be experienced by

pedestrians as well as cyclists; a visual opportunity unavailable in the past. In its present

context the bridge can be studied only in terms of the existing visual experience.

Hypotheses can then be formulated as to the implications for future potential and

opportunities.

t7
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Methodology

The Main Street Bridge as an object in space and an instrument for visual experience can

be divided into categories. These are def,rned by the polar co-ordinates and the physical

iocation of the participant (upper or lower bank, to or from the bridge). In order to

visualize the dynamic nature of the bridge, images will be presented as a sequential

scene. The scenes will be a bi-directional sequence which attempts to express the

dynamic nature of the bridge through static images. The images utilized represent

common views as a method of visualizing the experience. The upper bank visual

experience will be assessed according to the three modes of traverse and the direction of

travel. The lower bank will be assessed according to the three modes of passage

þedestrian, cyclist and boat) and the direction of travel. The implications and

opportunities suggested by the existing visual experience will be stated for each category

to allow insight for conceptual development.

18
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View Sequence A - lmage Flan

im. - Image
vp. - Viewing Point ^

*e)
V

-presentation of the Manitoba Legislative Buildings, between fwo aparünent

blocks, revealed and concealed
-the presentation of the Donald Street Bridge nestled within the vegeution of the banks

of the Assiniboine River, revealed and concealed as the participant progrcsses.

-Osbome hi-rise structures visually apparent from th¡ bridge center.

Assiniboine Riverwalk, Bonnycastle Pa¡k main access stair ar¡d outdoor theatre

structure visually apparenl
-Billboard media domina¡rt at the south end.

Implications
The poæntial exists to strengthen the awa¡eness of the visual li¡k to the legislative
dome. The Donald Street Bridge may provide visual interest for pedestrians,

however it is not as dominant to participans in vehicles. This is primarily due to the lack

of detail cognition resulting from the speed of travel. The billboa¡d media to the

south end of the bridge is too prornirenr The poæntial exists for less imposing,
contextually sensitive structures.

VäSAJAH- ffiKtrÐRåHTqilffi
VIEW SEAUENCE

Visual Sequence Summary



IMAGE I
CAIEGORY l: Upper bank from bridge.
VIEWING LOCAIION: West side of bridge
VIEWING LOCAIION: North
VIEÏVING MODE: Pedesrian,cycle

I},,ÍAGE tr
CATEGORY l: Upper bank from bridge
VIEWING LOCATION: Wcsr side of bridge
VIEWING LOCAIION:WcsI
VIEril/ING MODE: Pedestrian, vehicle, rycle

IMAGE NI
CAIEGORY l: Upper bank from bridge.
\lIETilING LOCATION: West side of bridge
VIEWÏNG LOCATION:WesI
VIEWTNG MODE: Pedestrian, vehicle, cycle

IMAGE IV
CATEGORY l: Upper bank from bridge.
VIEWING LOCATION: rilest side of bridge
VIEWïNG LOCATION: South
VTEMNG MODE: Pedestrian, vehicle, rycle

WSUAL EXPER.IEI.ICE
VIEW SEaUENCE A
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View Sequence B - Image Plan

im. - Image
vp. - Viewing Point

Visual Sequence Summary
-Assiniboine Quay and Dolphin visually apparent through bridge railings
-Exísting CN Rail bridge dominates eastem view

-The Sr Boniface Cathedral, Sr Boniface College dome and the towers of the

St Boni-face Hospital physical plantare concealed and revealed above the CN bridge

-Counter Weight of old CN bridge apparent
-Forks Tower concealed and revealed by bank vegetation

-Assiniboine Riverwalk apparcnt
-Billboard media less imposing, curling club visually domi¡ant to south

-South Point briefly apparcnt

Implications
The potential exise to strengthen the awareness of the visual link to the Sr

Boniface Cathed¡al, for all forms of transportation. The futu¡e development of the

old CN bridge and conesponding development of the counter-weight, may become

an interesting visual link. The visual tink to activities at The Forks could be

enhanced primarily for pedestrians and cyclists. The articulation of the south-east

comer could present the curling club and billboard media in a less visually

imposing manner.

VTSqJAL ÐXPÐR.TENCÐ
VIEW SEAUENCE B



IMAGE I
C.{IEGORY 1: Upper bank from bridge. 

'-

VIEMNG LOCAIION: East side of bridge
VIEWING LOCATION: North
VTEIVTNG MODE: Pedestian, vehicle, cycle

IMAGE II
CAIEGORY l: Upper bank from bridge.

VIEWING LOCAIION: East side of bridge
VIE\VTNG LOCAIION: East

VIEWING MODE: Pedestrian, vehicle, cycle

IMAGE II
CAIEGORY l: Upper bank from bridge.

VIEWING LOCATION: East side of bridge
VIE\VTNC LOCATION: East
VIEWTNG MODE: Pedestian, vehicle, cycle

TMAGE IV
CAIEGORY 3: Lower bank o bridge.
VIEWTNC LOCATION: North Bank

VIEMNG LOCATION:E¿sI
ViEWING MODE:Pedestrian, cycle,boaL

WSUAL EXPERTE,NCH,
VIEW SEAUENCE B
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View Sequence C - Image Plan

im. - Image
vp. - Hewing Point

Visual Sequence Summary
-Winnipeg core hi-rise cluster (i.e. Trizec Building, Richa¡dson Building erc.) dominates
vehicular view
- distant approach of bridge conceals view of core due to road alignment and billboard
media
-Change in bridge elevation provides natural threshold for presentation of the core
-Bridge overhead lane markers provide frame and focus for view of the core
-Views of core cluster intermittent and not axial for pedestrians and cyclists
-Fort Garry Place imposing from the west, Fort Garry Hotel conceated and revealed
-dome of CN station appa¡ent
-bridge appears only as a part of the roadway fmm a distance
-limestone entry ballusrades indicaæ bridge entrance

VTSUAI ÐXPHR.TENCÐ
VIEV/ SEAUENCE C



Implications

The most intriguing opporn¡nify is the framed view of the core cluster. The road

alignment to the south (preceding the bridge) is angled in such a manner that

the view of the core is concealed. As a vehicle approaches the bridge the view

of the core unfolds, climaxing at the th¡eshold created by the change i¡ elevation

of the bridge. The elevation of the bridge isolates the core cluster and draws it
d¡ammatically forward to dominate the visual experience of the bridge. The solids

@uildings) in this scena¡io are important, however the void that is captured between

the buildings (on axis to the bridge) provides the sFongest image. The fact that ttre
Main Sreet bridge is part of the Trans-Canada Highway system provides an

opportunity for this descriptive view to inscribe an important impression for tourists

as well as pernanent rsidents. The wealth of historic buildings in this experience

also increases the potential for strong visual impacr The framing i¡struments of the

billboard media and the lane ma¡kers provide an accidental enhancement of the core

view by creating a framed gateway. This happy accident provides potential for
conceptual development and enhancement of the opportunity which it presents.

VåSäJÆL ffiKPffiRäffiNtrffi
CVIEW SEOUENCE
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IMAGE I
CAIEGORY 2: UPPcr bank t'o bridge'

VIEWING LOCATION:Center of bridge

VIEWING LOCATION: North

VIE\VTNG MODE: Vehicle, cYcle

IMAGE II
CATEGORY 2: UPPer bank to bridge.

VIEWING LOCATION: Ce¡ær of bridge

VIEIVTNG LOCATION: North

VIEWING MODE: Vehicle, cYcle

IMAGE III
CAIEGORY 2: UPPer bank to bridge.

VIEWING LOCATION: East side of bridge

VIEWTNG LOCATION: North

VIEWINC MODE: Pedesrian, cYcle

WSUAL EXPE,RTENCE
CVIEW SEAUENCE
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CAIEGORY l: Uppcr bank to bridge.

VIEWTNG LOCAIION: East side of bridgè

WEWING LOCATÏON: North

VIEWING MODE: Pedesrian, cYcle

IMAGE V
CATEGORY l: Upper bank to bridge'

VIEWTNG LOCATION: West side of bridge

VIELNG LOCATION: North
VIEWTNG MODE: Pedestrian, cycle

IMAGE VI
CÄIEGORY l: Upper bank to bridge.

VIEWING LOCATION: West side of bridge

VIEWING LOCATION: North
VIE1VTNG MODE: Pedestrian, cYcle

IMAGE VII
CAIEGORY l: Upper bank to bridge.

VIEU¡ING LOCATION: West side of bridge

VIEWING LOCAIION: North
VTEWTNG MODE: Pedestrian, cycle

WSUAT E,XPERXEhTCH,
CVIEW SEAUENCE
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View Sequence D - Image Plan

im. - lmage
vp. - Viewing Point

Visual Sequence Summary
-from disence bridge not apparent, appears only as apart of the roadway
-vegetation frames roadway corridor opening
-change in bridge elevation provides a nafural th¡eshold
-bridge overhead lane ma¡kers and vegetation provide contr,.v,tual frame and focus

-Limestone entry balustrades indicate bridge entrance

-roadway (prior to tlreshold) focuses skyward
-space following the th¡eshold is bounded by structures on all sides, intimate,

enclosed and visually cluttered with signage
-sþline is clea¡ of obstructions

Implications

The approach to the bridge from the north displays development potential in the ascent

to, and descent from, the th¡eshold. The bridge di¡ecs the participants view skyward

þarticularly vehicular) as one approaches the threshold. The sþ as the predominant

visual focus creates a feeling of uncluttered, unbounded çace. As the participant

approaches and crosses the threshold, they begin their descent into an architecturally

enclosed space, bounded on all sides and visually diverse. The lower space is an

enclosed dynamic hub accepting and dispensing taffic according to its course. The

bounded space is a climax that contains the eye and completes the experience. The

a¡chiæctu¡al defrnition of the space needs to be addressed. However the low elevation

and bounded enclosure provide the space with a smng sense of stability while acting

as a conduit for collection and dispersion. Once again the lane ma¡kers (and in this

experience the vegetation) act as a gateway and provide the opportuniry for exploration

and enhancement of the experience.

VäSqJAT HKPffiRäffiNilffi
VIEW SEAUENCE D



IMAGE I
CAIEGORY 2: Upper bank to bridge.

VIEWTNC LOCATION: Cenær of roadway

VIEWING DIRECTION: South

VIEWiNC MODE:Vehicle, cycle

IMAGE II
CAIEGORY 2: Upper bank to bridge.
VIEWING LOCAIION: Center of roadway
VIEWING DIRECTION: South
VIELNG MODE:Vehicle, cycle

IMAGE III
C.{TEGORY 2: Upper bank to bridge.
VIEWING LOCATION:WesI iide of roadway
VIEWING DIRECTION: South
VIEïVTNG MODE: Pedesrian, cycle

IMAGE IV
CATECORY 2: Upper bank from bridge.

WETVING LOCATION: Center of Bridge
VIEWING DIRECTION: South
VIEWING MODE:Vehicle, cycle

VTSUAL EXPERTEhTCE
D
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w Sequence E

View Sequence E - Image Plan

im. - lmage
vp. - Viewing Point

N
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-Main Sneet bridge is visually framed by the CN bridge structure
-bridge structure and detail can be discemed
-bridge maintains a sense of austerity nestled in the vegetated banks
-bridge acts as a gateway, constn¡ction maærials and structural cha¡acter visually dominant

Implications
The lower bank views o the bridge provide opportunities fhat were not present at the
bridge's inception. Presently they allow for the opportuniry of exploration. The passing
beneath the bridge acts as a natural gateway, blocking out and framing the context,
according to the vantage point of the participanr The suuctural characteristics of the bridge
are revealed to the participant in a way thu was not possible prior to the incorporation of
the riverside walkway. AIso the contrast between the designed structure and the natural bank
vegetation provides an opportunity for articulation ar¡d enhancemenl In this experience the
manifestation of the bridge is truly architecn¡ral. It acts as a solid, with the object itself
bearing the weight of its own spatial defrnition.

VTSqJAL ffiKPffiRåffiNCffi
VTE}V SEAUENCE E

Visual Sequence Summary



IMAGE I
CATEGORY 3: Lower bank to bridge.

VIEWING LOCATION: North Bank
VIEWING DIRECION:WesI
VIEIVTNG MODE:Pedestrian, cycle,boal

IMAGE II
CAIEGORY 3: Lower bank to bridge.
VTEWING LOCATION: North Bank
VIELNG DIRECïON:WesI
VIEWINC MODE:Pedestrian, cycle.

IMAGE III
CATEGORY 3: Lower bank to bridge.
VIEV/ING LOCATION: North Bank
VIEWING DIRECTION:NorIh west
VIEWTNG MODE:Pedestrian, cycle,boat

IMAGE TV

CATEGORY 3: l-ower bank to bridge.
VIEV/ING LOCATION: North Bank
VIEWING DIRECION:WesI
VIEWING MODE:Pedestrian, cycle

WST]AL EXPERTET{CE
EVIEW SEAUENCE
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tI View Sequence F

View Sequence F - Image Plan

im. Image
vp. - Vìewing Point

Visual Sequence Summary
-bridge becomes focus of participants entering from Donald Street Access
-bridge appears stable and austere

-The Assiniboine Quay and the Dolphin a¡e framed by the constn:ction of the bridge
-bridge acts ¿rs a gateway
-provoides the f,r¡st gateway to the Forks development

Implications

The bridge provides an oppornrnity for enhanced visual linkage to the Forks
development It could assume a dominant role in the visual appearance of The Forks;

as a primary entrance and visual framing device. As in visual sequence E the

structural cha¡acæristics of the bridge are revealed to the participant in a way that

was not possible before. The bridge could also play a role in the contol of boat

traffic as well as enhancing the experience through visual articulation.

VäSUAL EKPH,RTH,NCffi
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I},{AGE I
C.{IEGORY 3: l¡wer bank !o bridge.
VIEWING LOCAIION: North Bank
VIEWING DIRECION:EasI
WEWING MODE:Pedestrian, cycle,boal

IMAGE tr
CAIEGORY 3: l-ower bank to bridge.
VIEWING LOCATïON: North Bank
VIEWÏNG DIRECTION:EasI
VIEWING MODE:Pedestrian, cycle,boaL

IMAGE III
CATECORY 3: l¡wer bank ùo bridge.
VIEWING LOCAIION: North Bank
VIEWING DIRECTION:Nortlr
VIEWïNG MODE:Pedesrian, cycle,boal

IMAGE IV
CATECORY 3: l¡wer bank to bridge.
VIEWING LOCAIION: North Bank
VIEWING DIRECTION:SouIh
VIEWINC MODE:Pedestrian, cycle

USUAL EXPERIEÌ{CE
FVIEW SEaUENCE



Figure 2,22,1 Site Plan

Bank Characterization

South Bank
BAI.TK SECTION A
LOCATION: South East

BANK CHARACTERISTIC: Heavily vegetated

natural bank, eroded and unstable, primarily
public lands basically undeveloped
ACCESS TO LOTWER BAì.IK: none

ACCESS TO UPPER BANK: informal path

POTENTIAL LINKAGE: South Point

Assessment
Prescntly the bridge docs not allow for access to
the lower bank riverside area The bmk
is eroded, stecp and unstable. The potential
exists o stabilize the bank and possibly allow
lower bank penetration. However the natural
character of the bank should rcmain, and

thercfore development should bc minimal. The
informal path that acts ÍLs the upper bank
path is obstrucæd by the billboards and

overgrown vegetation. Poæntial for a sensitive,
natural upgnde of the informal path to thc
historical South Point exists if the obstrucúons
a¡e removed.

c
N

Figure 2.2,2.2 Bridge Area Detail

Figure 22.23 View to south-east bank

BAI{K CI{AIt{CTERIZÆTOI{
BANK SECTIOI.{ A - SOUTH EAST
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Figure 2.22,4 Site Plan

Bank Cha¡acterization

South Bank
BANK SECTION B
LOCAIION: South West
BANK CIIARACTERISTIC: Vegetated bank,
with developed
a¡e¿s (sod) primarily private lands,
ACCESS TO LO\ilER BANK: none
ACCESS TO UPPER BANK: none
POTENTTAL LINKAGE: none

Assessment

The development that has occured on bank
section B is primarily privatc. This does not
allow for access potenúal as the uscs are

incompatible at presenl The bank still retains
much of its natural vegetation although the land
is primarily developed. Access
development should remain minimal and lower
bank access would necd to be localized
to the general area of thc bridge.

,l'rtj
N

Figure 22.2.6 View to south-west benk

BANK CH AIt{CTERTZATIO}{
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Figure 22.25 Bridge Ares Det¡il

BANIK SECTION B - SOUTH WEST



Figure 2.2.2,7 Site Plan

Bank Cha¡acterization
North Bank
BANK SECTION C

LOCATION: North West

BANK CIIARACTERISTIC: Vegetated natural
bank, developed, intense public usc

ACCESS TO LOWER BANK: Bonnycastle Main
Stair,
Donald Sueet Access

ACCESS TO UPPER BANK: upper bank path
(BonnycastJe Park)
POTENTIAL LINKAGE: Assiniboine Riverwalk
and its amenities

Assessment

Bank Section C is characterized by inænse

development of public park lands. The bridge
is connected at the upper portion to Bonnycastle
Park and linked into its path system.
The bridge does not provide dircct lower bank
access due æ the slope. The lower bank
can be accessed through Bonnycastle park which
is directly linked to the bridge. The
potential to enhanc¿ the relationship betwecn the
intensely developed bank and the
bridge through archiæctural development exists. Figure 22.2.9 Vìew to north-west bsnk

tsANK CHNt{CTERTZATION
35

Figurr 22.2A Bridge Area Detsil

BANK SECTION C - NORTH WEST



Flgure 2.22.10 Site Plan

Bank Characterization

North Bank
BA]T{K SECTION D
LOCAIION: North East

BA.Ì.{K CHARA,CTERISTIC: Vegetation pockets

developd
inænse public use

ACCESS TO LOWER BANK:Stai¡, banier free
ramP

ACCESS TO UPPER BANK: upper bank path

POTENTIAL LINI(AGE: The Forls and its
amenities

Assessment

Bank Scction D is the only scction with a

formalizcd ac€ess system adjaccnt to the bridge
that allows various forms of acc€ss to the lower
bank. The Forks development can be
acc€ss€d from both the upper and the lower
links. The access to the lower bank may be

excessive, the ramp is morc regularly utilized
with the stair appearing zuperfluous.

At¡}
N

Figure 2.2,2.1L Bridge Area Detail

Figure 2,2.2.12 View to south-wesl

BA}TK CT{ NL\CTERIZATTOT\T

MW

BANK SECTION D . NORTH EAST
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Figure 2.2,2,13 Existing Traverse Systems

Assessment
The Main Street bridge allows for the crossing

of vehicles, bicycles and pedesnians; in this
respect it is successful. However the three modes

of travene are incompatible and thus conflict
will arise. Presently the bridge does not provide

a cyclist right of way which results in conflict
between cyclists and pedestrians and cyclists and

vehicles, this needs to be addressed. Also the

pedestrian walkway is narrow and cluttered with
signage and light posts. The pedestrians are

seperated from the vehicular trafñc by a six inch
curb which will not protect them if a vehicle
passes into the walk way area.

Figure 2,2.2.14 Tlaverse Mode Zones

Summary
The bridge creates conflict tfuough its form. It should allow for seperation of
traverse modes to function more efficiently and fi¡rther the poæntial for meaníngful
experience.

South Bank Summary
The North Bank is a highly developed public domain. The bridge must address the needs of the

development to remain vibranr Opportunities for intense architectural
development, are present here, more so than at the South Bank location. The two
banks, although being connected, offer unique opportunities and display the poæntial for very different
a¡chitectural teafrnent.

South Bank Summary
Overall the south bank is ¿rn area with minimal public disturbance. The character of the bank does not

lend itself to intense development (for various reasons as discussed). The potential for localized

development at the bridge, with minimal intervention, is desi¡able.

ffiRTÐGH CFå,ER"ECTHRäZATAffiTq
CHARACTERIZATION SUMMARY
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3 
" 
O CONCEPTUAT, ÐEVE T,OPIVTENT'

3.1 ldentity and Meaning

3.1.1 The Spirit of Place

No one can comprehend what goes on under the sun. Despite allhis efons tu search it out, man cannot
discover its meaning. Even if a wise man claims he loøws, he cannot really comprehend it. ECC 8: 17

The spirit of place is a philosophical premise that has received much attention in

architectural writings in the past. In general these writings rely heavily on the aesthetic

of the place, often its historical content and its ability to capture the participant into its

splendour. Thus it is deemed to have a "spirit of place". This view of place wili often

lead to the idolatry of finite objects, "these things - the beauty, the memory of our own

past, - are good images of what we desire; but if they are mistaken for the thing itself,

they turn into dumb idols, breaking the hearts of their worshippers.r2 The attempt to

define the spirit of place should not focus on the physicai location but should aspire to

study the qualities of that place that stimulate the only thing on earth which, by nature,

possesses both body (object) and Spirit; the human being. The human being is a diverse,

complex creation. In all its diversity there is an overwhelming similiarity; oniy in them,

on this earth, is a spirit contained within a physicai object. Therefore it can be stated that

the spirit of place resides within the participant at that place. The place itself then

becomes the medium through which the spirit is stimulated.

12 C.S.Le*is, The Weight of GIory and Other Addresses, /revised and expanded edition) New
York: MacMillan Publishi¡g Company, I 9 80,pg. 7.
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3.1.2 Fom ¿¡d ffisaning

" . . . contemporary nun lives with the illusion of thc infinite pourer of reason. He has forgouen his fragility
and his capaciry for wonder, generally øssuming that all the phenomena of his worlà, from water þ rtre
to perception or hwnan behaviour have been 'ãplaine¿'.'t3

The culture in which we are participants has experienced radical technoiogical advance.

It is important to understand the culture in which we exist, the mass secularization as

well as the cha¡acteristic multi-cuituralism, which renders the question of meaningful

identity difficult. The technology that the average person is exposed to within our culture

mutes the spiritual and leaves the corporeal participant overwhelmed with stimulation and

the desire for more. "People can croak ' Entertainment ! Entertainment! until they're blue

in the face. The fact remains that films like Sr¿r Wars have become jerry-built substitutes

for the great myths and rituals of beleif, hope and redemption that used to shape cultures

before mass secular society took over."r4 This de-spiritualization has led to the demise

of the contemplation of the poetic and a loss of culturally defined symbols. Our society

is one of experience, " they attempt to satisfy their feelings of inner empt;ress and

maiaise by pursuing experiences that provide momentåry illusions of well being"15 How

do you bring meaning through form to a culture that " consists of going from one

experience to another, none of which lasts longer than the time it takes to live it.?"r6

The idea of meaning is further complicated by advancements in hyper-media and

electronics, such as computers, television and video, through which society is adopting

a new perception of time and space. "The tendencies toward spiritualizatíon are here

l3Alb"tto Perez€omez, Architecture and the Crisis of Modern Science, Cambridge, Massachusetts;

The MIT Press, 1983 pg.6.

ro Newsweek,January l, 1979,p.50.

lsJim P"t".*n, Living Proof, Colorado Springs, Colorado: NavPress,1989, p.22.

r6rbid. p.zz.
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countercated evocatively by the simulacra of an extremely vivid corporeality.ttrT fþs

culture in which we exist is complex. Architecture must respond to this complexity by

providing a medium to solicit for contemplation and response at various levels of human

understanding, not to absorb the parlicipant into a deeper technological trance but to

awaken them from it. " It is characteristic of good urban architecture that it has not one,

but many images, and not one, but many layers of meaning."r8

3.1.3 Time and Meaning

The race is not to the swift

or the battle to the strong,

nor does food come to the wise

or wealth to the brilliant

or favour to the learned;

but time and chance happen to them

all. ECC 9:11

The Main Street bridge is a piece of the history and development of Winnipeg. This

alone constitutes its value. Our culture is one of disposal. Technology allows us the

freedom to construct at a rate faster than ever before. Architecture can be tossed aside

when it is no longer useful and a new structure will take its place, as if the previous had

never existed. Architecture used to be constructed by many generations of workers,

passed on like myths and rituals. It was the embodiment of culture, pride and the

document of generations of workers with a common belief and goal. Our culture is

gradually erasing itself from existence through technological advance. We glorify and try

to preserve artifacts of ancient cultures, "the Egyptian monuments are like an old man,

lTAngela ç¡'s'¡Tani,Christian W. Thomsen. "Virtual Realities," in Daidalos I99I, p.120.

lE D"oir" Scott Brown,"Hennepil Avenue,Minneapolis" in 4.D.,1990,pg 69.
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. . . you have to take care of this old man. You can't just leave him to fall down. "re

Without excercising the same amount of care or concern for the objects of our own

lineage, "the two bridges are old, can't handle traffic flows, and must be replaced. "20

The case, however is not one for preservation; preservation is a self-defeating premise.

Preservation denies the existence of time and change. The object must be addressed as

a dynamic enúty; a system in a constant state of change. We must accept the Second L¿w

of Thermodynamics which states,

In any ordered system, open or closed, there exists a tendency for that system to decay
to a state of disorder, which tendency can only be suspended or reversed by an external
source of ordering energy.2l

The law implies that from the outset all things physical, chemical or biological begin to

deteriorate and ultimately will fall apart. It is true that all have their own magnitude of

time as we understand it, however, eventually all objects will cease to exist. When we

address history from this theoretical premise it suggests that we should accept the object

in the present as a dynamic entity undergoing the process of deterioration. That is not

to say the object doesn't have value, it merely states that the object cannot be what it

once was. We must accept the object for what it is. This does not mean that the past is

worthless, but merely that it (the pasQ is to be utilized in the present as a basis for

knowledge. The past should be learned from, and built upon in the present, while

acknowledging an uncertain future.

19 Th" Winnipeg Free Press,"Egypt's legaqt under stress," March Zg,IggZ.

2\Mi"n;peg Real Estate News, Brldg e Optiors Outtined Main and Norwood bridges to be rebuilt, lwe
5, 1992.

2l H"ory M. Morris, King of Creation, San Diego: CLP Publishers,1980, p.Il4.
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í. To IoeN.flFY THE RELEVANcE/ IMPoRTANcE oF THE HISToRIcAL oBJEcT

The Main Street bridge is an important cultural entity. The bridge is an expression of the

character of our society and embodies the fortitude of the pioneer. It overcame extreme

weather conditions, the many perils of construction within a riverine environment and

provided employment for many Manitobans stricken by the depression. The bridge over

time has become only a trace of what it was. The structure remains, the function

remains, but the s\l/eat and comraderie that produced the bridge is no longer se€n or

appreciated, " besides which both bridges have gone into an "ugly" stage-they just look

bad, with rusting steel and cracking concrete. "22 As we age our worth is judged by our

performance. The physical structure becomes weak, the wisdom and insight are no longer

seen or appreciated, and thus we are disca¡ded. Our culture has sacrificed the insight

gained from contemplation for the instant gratification of sensory stimulation. The past

should be learned from and built upon in the present, the knowledge of one generation

should be utilized and built upon by the next, " for where learning makes a free

commerce between the ages there is always the danger (chance) that the characteristic

errors of one may be corrected by the characteristic truths of another. "23

ü. ro EXPLoRE THE pREMISE oF MEANTNGFUL coNTEMpoRARy ARcHITEcTuRE.

In order to be meaningful, contemporary architecture must attempt to address the culture
'in which it is piaced. It must offer many levels of meaning from simple recreational

22Vy'it'nipeg Real Estate News, Eridg e Options Outtined Main and Norwood bridges to be rebuilt, Jvne
5,t992.

æC.S. L"*is,The Screwtape Letters, Markham Ontario,Penquin Books Canada Ltd. 1988, pg.113.
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pleasure and interest, to contemplation and intellectual pursuit. The object must become

the medium through which the participant is stimulated to the capacity that they as an

individual are able. Architecture should strive to reconcile the practic¿l with the poetic

to respond to the complexity of our times.

iii. To INVESTIGATE THE PoTENTIAL FOR AN ARCHITECTURE THAT ACKNOWLEDGES AN

UNCERTAIN FUTURE.

It has been stated that all things physical, chemical or biologicai begin to deteriorate and

will ultimately fall apart. An architecture that accepts this premise, accepts that fact that

the object from its inception exists in a constant state of change. All things are

temporary. An architecture that acknowledges the future must allow for the possibility

of change, because "no one knows what is coming- who can tell him what will happen

after him?" (Ecc 10: 14)
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4.0 THE BRIDGE PROPOSAL

4.1 The Infrastructure

The manifestation of the philosophy results in the incorporation of an imposed external

infrastructure system. This architectural language represents the finite, spatio-temporal

nature of the existing object. The infrastructure is an externai ordering system (derived

from the existing form itself¡ which suspends or prolongs the decay of the artifact to a

state of disorder. The imposed infrastructure is a system that allows for change, is

temporary in its architectural expression, and will respond to change over time. It is
flexible and entirely independant, providing support for the existing bridge yet it

maintains its own seperate character. The system is comprised of a series of individual

components. The components are assembled, each with their own character and

responsibility, to form one unified body that builds upon the past and attempts to provide

meaningful contemporary architecture while acknowledging an uncerLain future.
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4.2 The Components

PRINCIPAI, SUPPORT SYSTEMS

A. Surface Anchor Piers: The surface anchor piers are the primary foundation of the

system. They are constructed of concrete and limestone to recognize the materials of the

existing structure and address the regional context. The anchors connect the system to

the ground plane which ulimately provides the main support. There are 24 individuai

piers that attempt to respond to the location at which they are placed. The piers that

puncture the banks are retained by limestone walls that mimic the slope of the bank.

This is an attempt to reconcile the imposed structure (pier) with the bank that has been

violated. Replicating the slope of the existing bank through architectural form is an

attempt to respond to the unique character of each pier location. Thus reconciling the

imposition with the condition that exists at the point of insertion. The piers that are set

in the river also respond to their individual locations. The design creates the illusion of

a floating object on the surface of the water. The suggestion is, that the liquid provides

the stability for the structure at these points. It represents a curious marriage in that the

dynamic and unpredictable is providing the support for the seemingly static and

predictable. The architectural expression of the piers suggests a reliance and a respect

for the individual conditions in which they are imposed.
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PRINCIPAL STIPPORT SYSTENÍS

B. Principal Support Bones and Central Spine.

The fundamental members of the infrastructure are the principal support bones and the

central spine. The members rely on the surface anchors for their support, while providing

the main structure to which all other components are attached. There are six bones that

run perpendicular to the existing bridge and puncture the steel superstructure to

supplement the deteriorating system. The bones serve not oniy to provide structure for

the new system but to augment the existing. The central spine is situated at the midpoint

of the existing bridge. It is a clear span which extends the length of the existing structure

and is connected (at each end of the span) to the bones. The spine is the primary brace

parallel to the existing bridge while acting as the central core to which the secondary

support systems are linked.
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SECONDARY SIJPPORT SYSTEJVIS

A. Pin Ribs and Grip Beam

The secondary support components of the infrastructure are the Pin Ribs and Grip Beam.

The Pin Ribs are situated to provide support to specific critical points of the existing

structure. The Ribs pierce the existing structure and are then coupled to the cen[a] spine.

The pattern and angle of the Ribs a¡e derived from to the joist structure of the existing

bridge to provide them with necessary assistance. The Grip Beam is the bond at the

external end of the ribs. The form of the Grip responds to the location of the Pin Ribs.

Its form expresses the series of calculated incisions of the Pin Ribs and therefore is

entirely derived from the existing bridge structure according to its deficiencies.
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TR.AVERSE SYSTEJVÍS

.å,. The Floating Link

The floating linla are linear pedestrian crossings. The links consist of four main trusses

(steel) above which is suspended the floating walk (timber). The floating walk is raise.d

above the main trusses and surfaced with timber decking that allows views through to the

water below. However, the main reason the walk is elevated is so that as the participant

is crossing they cannot perceive the structural support system. Therefore it appears as

though they are dangling above the water surface below. The elevation of the walk

above the trusses is achieved by a suspension system. The suspension system inspires

movement of the timber structure beneath the participant as they progress along the walk.

The floating walk is constructed in this way to represent the fragile nature of human

existence. It is an attempt to inspire an emotional response (anxiety exhiliration etc.). The

walk responds to a desire to heighten the awa¡eness and the experience of crossing while

providing a medium to encourage different levels of human interaction.The floating link

spans the distance between, and is coupled to the principal support bones. The links a¡e

placed as a unit by sþhook once the bones are in place. This allows the links to be

removed (at any time in the future) to allow for vehicle lane expansion. The bones will

provide the infrastructure for the future lane additions (expansion of the bone system as

well as the surface anchors may be required depending on the number of lanes added).

The linla cån then be relocated at the exterior of the newly added lanes.
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TRAVERSE SYSTEMS

B. Cyclist Corridor

The cyclist corridor is a response to the need for seperation of traverse modes. The

cyclist corridor reclaims the existing pedestrian walk as its instrument for crossing. The

corridor is grade seperated from the Floating walk with the existing railing acting as its

outer limit. The inner limit provides seperation from vehicular traff,ic through the

introduction of a concrete wall. The concrete wall is articulated with reveals and

limestone inset to enhance the form and respond to the context of the existing limestone

entry and balustrade.
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BÄNK NEXUS

A. The Plank

The south bank connection is designated as "The Plank". The plank spans the distance

between the existing bank of the Assiniboine and the transitional spiral descent (see

Passage Systems). The plank addresses the context in which it is placed. It does this

through the expression ofits form as a response to the naturalized bank and the suburban

communities that precede the bridge from the south. The expression of entrance is one

of suburban to urban as one proceeds along the plank, replicating the scenario of the

surrounding contextual approach to the bridge. The plank is oriented on a 25 degree

angle from the existing structure, and has a slight incline from the bank to the descent.

This orientation allows the participant an outward view of the surrounding context rather

than a linear view across to the other side. It is hoped that this orientation would

heighten the participant's awareness to the context. The orientation enlists a certain

amount of interest and apprehension. This is because the course of the pedestrian is not

a linear course, creating an illusion that you may plummet off the edge if you continue

along the plank.
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B. The Hopper

The Hopper is the designation of the north bank access. The hopper addresses the urban

development of the downtown core manifested through its a¡chitectural expression. It is

a covered procession that acts as a transitional gateway for pedestrians from the core to

the outlying suburban areas. It is a response to the developed rather than the natural.
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PASSAGE SYSTEMS

A.The Spiral Descent

The spiral descent is situated at the south end of the infrastructure. It is the pivotal union

between the floating walk and the plank and is supported entirely by members attached

to the lower end of the tower ( see also Tower Systems). The spiral descent has a 1:12

sloped descent to the Hanging Link. The spiral is articulated to create a feeling of
descent, a transition from the act of crossing to the act of passage. Its form is constructed

of steel mesh which allows the penetration of views to the water below. The descent is

intended to create an ominous feeling, and inspire retreat. Much like the floating walk
the spiral solicits apprehension.



the spiral descent in context
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PASSAGE SYSTE,NIS

B. Jardin de L'eau and the Hanging V/alk

The Hanging walk is situated within the Jardin de L'eau. The Jardin de L'e¿u is

designated in french as it is situated at the south end of the bridge adjacent to the french

community of St.Boniface. The Jardin is created in the confines of the space occupied

by the south pier of the existing structure and the adjacent bank. The water in the area

is retained through a series of constructed weirs that allow the water level and wave

action to be controlled. Marsh vegetation is encouraged in the area and there is a water-

wall incorporated on the south face of the existing pier. The waterwall will create the

sound of running water while promoting the growth of moss and algae on the pier itself.

The Jardin image is that of a moist grotto as one passes in unison with the flow and

direction of the water. The hanging walk is the procession that allows for interaction with

the Jardin. It swings down through the vegetation to heighten the experience of the

passage. The hanging walk is intended to be a slow procession and to purvey an

overwhelming sense of enclosure and intimacy within the grotto. The Hanging Walk is

the only created passage and does not allow connection to the lower bank, it is simply

a means to move through the Jardin and arrive at the other side. The Jardin is intended

to be an autonomous entity that borrows from it's spatial conf,rnes to portray its image.

The Jardin is an area of sublime tension as one can only physically achieve what it

allows; a passage between.
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TOWER SYSTEMS

A.The Towers

The towers are the prominent vertical components of the infrastructure. Their language

recalls the contextual forms of communication and hydro-electric towers. The towers are

a response to the need to establish a formal gateway; which they create at the threshold

of the existing structure. The framing property of the towers and the threshold of the

existing bridge draw the core cluster forward acting as a vehicle to isolate and focus the

image. The towers lean towards the north, (as you approach from the south) to welcome

the participant and create a sense of motion and ceremonial entry. The towers present a

much different face when approaching from the north, they appear upright and austere.

The towers are articulated in this matter to provide the participant with a strong

impression of exit.
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TOWER SYSTEMS

B. The Ring

The ring is situated in the center of the truss that connects the two towers. Its function

is to capture the sky in the void between the buildings of the core cluster and represent

it as part of the image of the bridge. It expresses the image of the captured sky, an image

borrowed from the context that becomes part of the present expression to solicit
contemplation.
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TOWER SYSTEMS

C. The Keepers Shack

The Keepers Shack is a constructed house elevated above the infrastructure and supported

by the towers. The shack is two stories with a permanent resident (the Keeper). The

resident is an attempt to establish a human connection with the structure. The Keeper

would be in charge of public relations (i.e. waving) as well as the control of boat traffic,

vehicular traffic reports, lights and laser operation as well as other miscellaneous duties.

The incorporation of the permanent resident attempts to provide identity and meaningful

response to the participants that use the bridge at a personal level while alluding to the

historically "manned" bridge.
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TO\ryER SYSTEMS

D. Media Tubes

The media tubes replace the existing billboard structures. They become a piece of the

overall infrastructure system, suspended by the towers. The media tubes are cylindrical

computer screens that project dynamic rather than static images. The subject of the

images is a dynamic range from advertisements to videos to current public notices. The

opportunity here is to use the media system not just for advertisement but for education

as well as enjoyment.
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LIGHTING SYSTEMS

A. Sky Bridges

The sþ bridge is a laser system whose primary purpose is to link (by laser lighQ the

bridge with critical points in the surrounding context. The core cluster, The Forks, the

Legislative Building and the St.Boniface Cathedral would all be targets of the laser. The

system could also be utilized during celebrations to encourage interaction with the bridge

and establish it as an identifiable object within the city at large.

B. Inner Glow

The inner glow is a lighting strategy that would incorporate irber optics. The fiber optic

strands would be fastened to the rea¡ of the grip and project light towa¡ds the existing

structure and the floating walk while illuminating the Pin Ribs to create the image of the

"inner glow. "

C. Aircraft Lumaire

The Aircraft lumaires would replace the existing gooseneck lights. The lights would be

surface mounted on the cyclist/vehicle seperation wall. They would provide the main

lighting for the bridge as well as the cyclist corridor.
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MAtN STHEET (CR0SStNG ASStNtBOtNE RTVER)

EX.ISTING BRIDCE PROFILE:

OWNER: Ciry of Winnipcg

REGIONAL CONTEXT:
Major vchicular/pedestrian crossing over the Rcd
Rivcr con¡lecting thc downtown arca to a large
rcgional population and a numbcr of community
dist¡icts.

DATE CONSTRUCTED: 1930_193 I

FUTTJRE PLANS:
A new bridge span providing onc way traffic flow
northward lowards lhc downtown arca wiil be
constructcd cast of downstrcam of lhc existing bridge
span in approximately 1997-1999. The exisring
bridge span will rhcn bc replaced and it will provide
onc way t¡affic flow southward away from the
downtown a¡ca, Esf imatcd consrrucìion clatc 1999.

A rapid rransit corridor bridgc mny also bc built in
thc future a¡ld it is prcscntly shown to bc locatcd
immctlialcly to thc east or downstrcam of the new
bridge span. If in fact this bridgc is builr f hcre will
hc four bri<lgc spans cros.sing tlrc Assirriboinc Rivcr
will¡ir¡ a dislancc of ll0 mclrcs, out.sitlc fo outsidc of
all sl¡uctures.

BRIDGE TYPE:
Stccl supersf ructurc, sct on coltcrcfc abutmctìfs atìd
lwo picrs, locafcd wilhin lhc waf crwlry. Fivc
vchicula¡ lancs (ccntrc lanc is bi-dirccf iolurl
dcpcnding on timc oi dly) totally I ?.5 rncrrcs width;
pcdcstrian walks 2.45 mcf rc widlh, cach sirlc of
bridge. The sidcwalks arc elcvaled approxirnately
200 mm above the road surface.

BRIDGE LENGTH:
Approximatcly 140 metrcs
Pcdesrian crossing time: I minulc, 40 scco¡rtjs

PEDESTRIAN/CYCLIST SURVEY SYNOPSIS :

A. V/EEKDAy COUNT: (BASED ON l3 HOUR
SURVEY)

Total pcdestrian crossings g30
- 58Vo of users are pedcstrians
- 6670 ol pcdest¡ians usc wesf. sidcwalk
- 34Vo oî pcdestrians usc cÍlst sidewalk

- thc timc and direction of crossing indicatcs a large
percentage of these users are commuting to work
downtown.
- thc large percentage of pedestrians using the west
sidewalk would indicate that â numbcr of thcse
commuters are going to or coming from the Fort
Rouge Community. Most people when leaving
downtown would naturally be approaching the bridge
on the west side of Main St¡cct since this is wherc the
commercial and business district population is
located.

Toøl handicap crossings 0
- the fact that no handicap users were recorded on
this bridge is probably reflected in ìbe fact that the
sidewalk decking is constructed from wood planks,
which is very rough on the surface and not Ccceptable
to handicap or elderly users.

Total cyclist crossing 588
- 42Vo of users are cyclists
- 55Vo of the cyclisrs use rhc wesr side of rhc bridge
to cross and 64Vo of these cyclists ride on the
sidewalk.
- 457o of the cyclists use the east sidc of rhe bridge to
cross and 677o oî these cyclists ri<Ie on the sidewalk.
- the time and direction of crossings indicates a largc
pcrcentage of thesc users arc commuting to work
downtown.
- a large percentage of the cyclists ride on lhe
sidewalk since the roadway is na¡row and vehicular
traffic is extremely heavy.
- cyclisls riding on the bridge roadway could access
with some difficulry, rhe bridge sidcwalk, but the
rider would have to disemba¡k the bicycle.

Average summer, daytime crossing of thc bridge by
all survey groups is 109.3 persons/hour.

B) WEEKEND COUNT:
(Based on t hour survey)

Toøl pcdestrian crossings 371
- 537o ofusers are pedestrians
- 6lvo of pdest¡ians use east sidewalk
- 39Vo of pedestrians use west sidcwalk
- the weckend pedcstrian use is approx imatcly 4S7o
of the weekday use.

Toøl handicap crossings I

Total cyclist crossing 317
- 47Vo of the users are cyclists
- 52Vo of the cyclists use the wesl side of thc bridgc
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to cross and 72Vo of thcsc cyclists ridc o¡l tltc
sidcwalk
- 487o of the cyclists use thc east side of rhc bridge to
cro.ss and 65Vo <¡[ thcsc cyclists ridc on thc sidcwalk.
- lhc wcckcnd cyclist usc is approximalcly 50Zo less
than the wcekday usc.

LINKAGE ANALYSIS:
- The cxisting pcdcstrian/cyclist courrt of f lre Maill
Street Br¡dge has shown there is a strong nced to
providc pedestrian/cyclist crossing over lhe bridge,
on both sides of the bridgc, and in both directions.

- Thcre arc a numbcr of devclopments which have
recently becn completed or arc currcnlly proposed in
the immediale vicinity ol rhis bridge and lhcse
devclopments warrarìt conncclion from thc bridge
crossing routes. Thc developmcnfs to which acccss
should be providcd are as follows:

On the Noflh ba¡lk of the Assiniboinc Rivcr:
- "Thc Rivcrwalk" pcdestrian walkway
- "Thc Forks" Ma¡kct Arca
- "Thc Forks Nalional Historic park" anil
"Promenadc" walkway
- "Bonngycastlc Park" which is prcscntly bcirrg
rcdcvclopcd.
- :urtl co¡tllrulcr :tcccss :¡l rtxrtl gfirtlc, lo llrc
Downlown arca

On the South bank of thc Assiniboi¡rc Rivcr:
- The proposed "Forks Southpoirrt Developmcnt',
- u¡lder bridgc access from thc "South poi¡ll" to the
west sidcwalk of lhe southbound vehicular bridge and
to thepast sidcwalk o[ the northbound vchicula¡
bridgc..
- and commutcr access at road gradc to thc Fort
Rougc and Norwood neighbourhood arcns

linkage recommendations :

- all potcntial linkagcs addrcssed above and shown i¡l
fìgures should bc incorporated into any future or
exisling bridge modificalions.

- walks locatcd on the bridgc slruclurc shoulct be a
minimum 3.0 mctrcs widc.

- walkways locatcd undcr bridges shoukl bc2.4-4.0
mct¡es wide.

- a provision for a cyclist lanc locaf cd o¡ì tlìc bridge

roadway should be provided and this lane should bc a

minimum 1.5 met¡es wide.

- all linkages should be pcdcstrian/cyclisrþhysically
handicap friendly.

- a more di¡ect route of providing access under the
bridge, via a series of steps, should be provided on
both banks of the river to pcrmif thc physically
mobile to transverse the undcr bridge crossing with
the utmost convenience.

- on the North bank, the recently consf.ructed
"Assiniboine Riverwalk" providcs a linear walliway
along the Assiniboine River, at watcr level. An
upper bank walk connection from the "Fork's
Development" area, is proposed in thc near future, to
connect with the lower bank Riverwalk system,
immediately east of the existing Main Street Bridge.
Handicap accessibility to the lowcr "Riverwalk
Areå", will be achievable on the east side of the
existing bridge, once this secondary upper
banklower bank walk is constructed. On the west,
side of the existing bridge no allowancc has bccn
made for handicap accessibility to occur undcr the
bridge or down to the "Riverwalli". This is partly duc
to the const¡aints placed on the design due to Lhe
steep riverbank stopes which are hcavily vegetated
and if this acccss wcrc built it woukl have to bc
demolished at the time of lhe new bridgc
construction. However, when the new bridgcs are
reconstructed a means of providing handicap
accessibility from the Main St¡eet road level down
under the bridge connecting it to the "Forks"
Development should be provided, on the west side of
the bridge. This walkway will probably have to bc
an upper walkway, locatcd closc to the bridge
abutment wall and just below the bridge
superstructure in order to achieve permissible
wheelchair ramp slopes, within a confined a¡ea.

- a.ll existing people friendly linkages under the
existing north bank bridge structure should be
protected or enhanced when the new brides a¡e built.

- On the South bank, there is presently no nced to
provide people access under this bridge, however
once the "South Point" a¡ea is devclopcd, access will
be required under these bridges.

- When the new and existing bridges a¡e rebuilt there
should be access from both the nofhbound and
southbund pedestrian walks and cyclists lanes down
and under these bridges connecting to the South Point
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arca. Duc to thc sf ccp slopc of thc riverbank in this
arca an uppcr bank walkway, which is slructuraily
rcfained is rccommcndcd,

- An imporlant lirrkagc which musf not bc ovcrlooked
in thc ovcrtll bridgc dcsign is fhe watcr lirrkage
which is requircd for small and large pleasure boats
to navigate up the Assiniboinc River. prcscrrtly there
arc two cxisling bridgcs within a I l0 mctre disfancc,
confaining 5 in walcr bridge picrs.
If the other two bridges contain the same number of
water piers, these would be a total of l0 piers. Due
lo: thc bcnd ill fhe river; actual walernavigable
channcl; and size and number of proposed piers, fhe
Assiniboine River may not bc able to bc navigated by
large plcasure boats such as thc River Rouge, and the
safcty of small river boats may be jeopardizcd. In
addition the visual quality of this a¡ca would also bc
dowrrgradcd.
The boaters rights to navigatc this river should be
protccted. Thc South Lcgislative Grounds and the
Midf own Bridgc arca havc just had docking faciliries
construcfcd, in ordcr to promofe and respond to thc
river usage by boats.

- It is highly rccommcndcd that when thc ncw
bridgcs and thc cxisting bridge is constructcd that all
mid watcr picrs bc climinatcd to provi<_tc a stlc and
visullly unobslrucfcd vicw along thc Assinitxlinc
Rivcr sirnilar t<¡ Midtown Bridgc sparr.

- The cxisting large commcrcial billboa¡ds located in
the south bank arca rcstrict access from rhe bridge
sidewalk to rhe rivcrbank area. Thcsc signs should
bc rcmoved.

desirable bridge views

The most important vicws which should be prorected
are the rivcr/water vicws and heavily trccd natural
riverbank systcm, Thcse views should be enhrnccd
nol only for lhc pc<Jcstrian but also fur thc vchicula¡
users.

A numbcr of secondary vicws which play an
important role in thc ovcrall cxpcricrrtc onc obtains
when crossing thc bridge is as follows:
- the "Riverwalk" pathway along tlre north bank
- thc distant vicw of the "Forks Ma¡kct Obscrvation
Tower"
- the "Forks Boat Basin"
- the long westward river visla

- the natural landscaping which encloses around the
southbound road approach to the bridge.
- the limestone balustrade and viewing a¡eas which
a¡e located at the four corncrs of thc bridge
- the "Bridge of the Old Forts" intcrprerivc plaquc
- the C.N.R. Bridge when t¡ains arc crossing on thc
sturcture.

UNDESIRABLE VIEWS

- the large number and size of the commerciat
advertising sign located on the south bank area.
- the proliferation of t¡affïc signs, utility potes
located by the south road approach area
- the lack of street t¡ees and vegetation in the south
road approach a¡eas.
- the lack of visual separation of the curling club
gravel parking lot area from thc city sidewalk.
- the large unattractive curling club building
- the two pumping station buildings
- the large utility signs warning of underwater cable
crossings.

Visual Recommendations:

- viewing and resting platforms should be
incorporated into the bridge spans and the potentiat
to provide interprctive informaf ion in these resting
a¡eas with rcgards to distant vistas should bc
cxplorcd.
- damage to the natural riverbank setting as a rcsult
of any new bridge construction should be minimized
and restoration of the site should be compatible with
the existing natural setting. particula¡ ca¡e should be
undertaken to provide a suitable naturally landscaped
transition zone between the proposed riverwalk trails
and access points and the br¡dge st¡ucture and
sidewalk approaches.
- the large billboa¡d signs located a¡ound the south
bank road approach a¡ea, which are localed on city
land, should be removed. If the signs have to remain
the supporting sructures should bc reptaced with
more slender supports, thereby improving the access
under these structures which will also improve thc
visual quality. The potential income earned by the
Cily by leasing this land to rhe sign company is
discussed in section--------.
- the signs or billboa¡ds which a¡e located on private
land, could be downplayed by planting trees on city
property to reduce the scale of the signs and visually
block out the main sign bodies.
- the two pumping station st¡uctures could be
architecturally upgraded to be more aesthefically
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plclrsing, rlr ;r hclrvy l;rnrl.sc:rpc llul"fcr of col¡ilcrou.s
lrccs coukJ lrc phnlcd around f llc strucf urc to visually
bl<rck out lhc buildings.
- tlrc prolifcration oI tr:rffic sigrrs and urilily polcs
arountl thc soutl¡ ba¡rk road approach arca slrould bc
rcmovcd whcn f l¡c rrcw bri<.lgcs an<J roadwlys ar.c
rcbuilt. Thc urilily lincs shoulcj bc buricd ar¡rt tlrc
most traffic signs should bc rcduccd o¡ìcc a more
organizc<.! structurc o[ traffic l]ow is dcvclopcci.
- llrc curling club will bc dcm<llishccl lo mtrkc way for
lhc ncw road approachcs to lhc bri<lgcs a¡td lhis movc
willopcn up thc vicws towards tlrc railway
emba¡rkmc¡lt. Consitlcratio¡l shoukl bc givcn to
provir.ling a hcavy landscapc buflcr alorrg sidc thc
railroad cmbankmcnt, lo rcducc llrc scalc of thc
em ba¡rkmcnt/barricr.

NORWOOD BRIDGE:

A pcdestrian walkway was rcccntly co¡t.str.uctcd
undcrncath the Norwoo<J Bri<Jgc on llìe south ltnlk of
tlrc Rcd Rivcr. This walkway which was íì scpíìratc
dcsign componcrìf of this sludy, has alrcndy bccrr
discusscd in scction------- of this rcporf arrú thcrcforc
the following information will Lreat this walkway as
part of thc existing sitc componcnts:

EXISTING BRIDGE PROFILE:

OWNER: CITY OF u/tNNIpEG

RECIONAL CONTEXT:

Nlajor vchicula¡/pedcstrian crossing ovcr thc Red
Rivcr co¡lncclirrg thc downlown arca f o n lnrgc
rcgional population and a llunlbcr of cornmunif y
districrs.

DATE CONSTRUCTED: 1930-193 I
Southbank PctJcstrian Urrdcrpass - Corrstructcd 1990)

FLIURE PLANS:

A ncw bridgc span providirrg o¡ìc way traflic l]ow
northward lowards lhc rjownf own arca will bc
constructcd downstrcam of thc cxistillg br.itlgc span
in approximarcly t 997- 1999. Thc cxiiring t riAg.
sprn will thcn bc rcplaccd a¡rd it will provicle onc
way traffìc flow southward awny from (hc downlowrr
arca. Esf imatcd con.strucfio¡l d:rtc 1999. Thc cxisf ing

- lhc util¡ty warning signs indicatirrg "buricd
undcrwalcr cablcs" should bc rcplaccd with morc
graphically pleasing signs. Thc utiliry compalics
shoukl bc encouragcd to providc protecfion of thcir
scrvices via ot.hcr mcans such as installing in rigid
casing thercby climinating thc nccd for such signagc.
- the C.N.R. Mainlinc Railway bridgc which brcaks
up the bridgc view castward towards thc "Forks,, a¡ca
could possibly bc improvcd by pairrting sculptural
train imagcs on thc existitìg stccl girdcrs. Tlre
cxisting colour of the bridgc is clcsirablc to kccp
si¡rce thc bridge colour blends in wirh lhc cxisling
riverbank vegctation. If imagcs arc painlcd orr the
structures thcsc new imagcs sl¡ould bc subtlc in
co¡our and bc limitcd to rhc landwa¡d sidc of thc
bridge.
C.N.R. bridge ovcrpass locatcd imrncdiarcly at thc
downtown (north) side of thc Norwood bridge will bc
replaced approximarely I 993- 199a.

BRIDCE TYPE:

Stccl supcrstruclure, cquip¡rccl wif h bascule span
(rrow pcrmanently closed) set on co¡ìcrctc abutmctìls
and fivc piers localcd within thc watcrway. Fivc
vehicular lancs (centrc lanc is bi-dircctionat
depending on time of day) totalling 17.5 merrcs
width: pedestrian walks 2.45 metre width, cach side
of bridgc. Thc sidcwalks a¡c clcvatcd 300400 mm
above the road surface.

BRIDGELENGTH:

- Approximatcly 194 metrcs.
- pcdcstrian crossing time: 2 minutcs, l0 scconds.

PEDESTRIAI.I/CYCLIST SURVEY SYNOPSIS :

WEEKDAY COUNT: (BASED ON t4 HOUR
suRvEY)

Total pcdcstrian crossings 961
- 55Vo of users are pcdestrians.
- 39Vo of pedestrians use west sidcwalk.
- 617o of ¡rcdcstrians usc cast sidcwalk.
- the timc of crossing indicatcs a targc pcrcentagc of
these users arc commutjng lo work
- lhc large percentagc of pcdcstrians using thc easl
sidewalk would indicate thar these ad<tirionat people
are probably commuting to the Norwood Busincss
district or to fhe St. Bonifacc Hospiral.
- thc pcdestrian crossing lights at Stractbrook Avcnuc
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PEDESTRIAN CYCLIST COUNT

BRIDGE MA]N STREET BRIDGE

SURVEY DATES

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FROM TO

27-Jul 7:30 16:00

2-Aug 16:00 20:30

FROM TO

7:30

9:00

12:00

13:(Ð

16:00

18:00

20:00

SKIES TEMPERATURE

Overc'st COOL

CLEAR 35

9:00

12:00

13:00

16:00

18:00

20:O0

20:30

Pedest¡ians / Handicapoed
Crossing on West Side of BridgeÑ.ffili ,ii,ltiliiî rorer
Ped'n Handi Ped'n Handi

113 0 12

27038
22022
55045
25 0 125

21036
703

TOTAL PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS 8Í,0

TOTAL HANDICAPPED CROSSINGS O

TOTAL CYCLIST CROSSINGS 588

SYNOPSlS
1) 58% of user are pedestrians and 66% of pedestrians use west side, and 34% ol pedestrians

use east side of bridge.

2) 4fr ol users are cyclisls.
3) 55% of cyclists use wesl side of bridge and 64% of these users dde on the sidsralk.

0 125

065
0 ¡14

0 100

0 150

057
010

|!.Ef Hlt;:Ïitiii.lÌl:sg"qÏliiir::r:iï1Íj rorA L

4) 45% of ryclists use east side of bridge and 67% of lhese users ride on the sider¡valk.

TOTAL ALL GROUPS
A\ERAGE HOUßLY CROSSTNGS (ALL GROUPS)

RDAT4.XLS

Ped'n Handi Ped'n Handi

40014054
39026065
2802030
21035056
20033053
10011021
00000

on East Side of Bridge

!¡o ErH:i:i¡::::i:3ot¡lÈtiiijr:ii; ToTA L

West Side of Bridge

14

11

4

16

14

6

1

road walk road

0101135
09424
09821
0462991
0 54 ,18 116

0161436
0102

East Side of Bri

walk road walk road

30206056
2088036
14 5 4 0 23

3424m078
20174041
't2 105027
11002

SCATLIFF RECH PEDESTRIAN IRAFFIC COUNT

1 418
1G¡.3

PËDES'NS

179

130

74

156

203

7B

10

131 85 47 g 263

TOTAL

cYcLtsTs

91

60

44

169

157

63

4
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PEDESTRIAN CYCL]ST COUNT

BRIDGE MAIN STREET BRIDGE

SURVEY DATES

SATURDAY

FROM TO SKIES TEMPERATURE

29-Jul 7:30 16:30

FROM

7:30

9:00

12:00

13:0O

16:00

16:30

0:@

ffii+i

Crossing on West Side of &idge

7 0 4 0 11

n018040
806014
32038070
406010
00000
00000

Handi Ped'n Handi

TOTAL PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS 371

TOTAL HAND¡CAPPED CROSSINGS 1

TOTAL CYCLIST CROSSINGS 317

SYNOPSIS
1) 53% of useÍs are pedestrians and 61% of pedestrians use east side. and 39% use west side

of bridge.

21 47% ol users are cyclists.

3) 52% of cyclists use west side of bridge and 72% of these users dde on the sids¡ralk

TOTAL ALL GROUPS
A\ERAGE HOURLY CROSS|NqS (ALL GROUPS)

RDAT5.XLS

¡18% of cvclists use esst side of bridqe and 65% of these users ride on the sidervalk

.ltttj+¡{+iit###{¡'i:ffi rornt
'n Handi Ped'n Handi

on East Side of Bridge

1806024
27036063
1208020
58040098
9112022
00000
00000

ô¡O-ßffi i.::l:r:i'i$iXlïif :iliiiiTOTAL

West Side of Bridge

walk road walk road

305412
160f61749
707721
2203718Tt
10809
00000
00000

Cvdists

On East Side of Bridge

9320
17780

road walk road

SCATLIFF RECH PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC COUNT

6500
38t2.70
17440
0000
0000

TOTAL

14

32

11

67

25

0

0

689
76.11

PËDES'NS

TOTAL

CYCLISTS

35

103

34

168

æ
0

0

26

81

32

144

34

0

0
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